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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Martin County, in red on the Florida County map here, is on the Atlantic Treasure Coast in central Florida.  Bathtub Reef Beach Park is located at the north end of the county on South Hutchinson Island, a barrier island formation in the City of Stuart to the north of the Inlet.



Bathtub Reef Beach Park

Reproduced from  McCarthy, 2020

Phragmatapoma
lapidosa

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The geology of the shoreline and the nearshore reef at Bathtub Beach creates a “bathtub” effect, for which the beach gets its name, and you can see that in the image here on the top right.  The nearshore proximity of the reef makes it popular with residents and tourists, giving snorkelers excellent opportunity for relatively up-close and tranquil marine life interactions and provides a know quantity for local surfers.However, the reef is also home to the largest colonial Seballarid worm population in the Southeastern Unites States, Phragmatopoma lapidosa, which occupies intertidal hardbottom and cements sand grains to create rigid tube structures – aka wormreef.  This worm typically exhibits seasonal cycles in recruitment and growth with one of the principal researchers on this subject, Daniel McCarthy (Jacksonville U.), observing annual variation in the worm reef area of benthic cover between 10% and 50% over a 10-year time frame (2010). 



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Summer: 06/19/2022 

Winter: 12/14/2022 

Year 
Completed

Volume (cy) Sand Source
R-monument 

Location

2008 2,855 Upland R34 – R36
2010 6,544 Upland R34 – R36
2010 35,012 Inlet R34 – R36
2011 6,664 Upland R34 – R36
2012 22,617 Upland R34 – R36
2013 2,554 Upland R34 – R36
2014 1,295 Upland R34 – R36
2016 325,400 Inlet R34.4 – R40
2017 27,477 Upland R34 – R36
2017 72,106 Inlet R34.5 – R38
2018 142,843 Inlet R34.5 – R37.4
2021 181,852 Inlet R34.3 – R40

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because of this unique geography, the beach undergoes unusually severe fall and winter beach erosion. High-energy winter sea and storm conditions tend to create unusually strong erosional forces behind the reef. Sand is driven over the reef, through reef gaps, and to the south, where the reef itself then, also with P. lapidosa colonies typically increasing in size and cover, prevents sand bars from rejoining with intertidal areas under calmer, more accretional, summer conditions.The resultant condition has required repeated restoration and emergency storm response to protect Park resources and adjacent upland infrastructure along MacArthur Boulevard.  The last renourishment of Bathtub Beach occurred in May of 2021, three months before the start of drone surveys, which started in July 2022.



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
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Survey Flight Specifications:

Bi-monthly goal, with five flight missions per survey: 

• Targeting morning (few people), low-tide, and clear

• Sample beach and nearshore resources at different 
heights to accommodate different purposes (GSD)

• Sections 1 & 2 for dry beach profile change 
estimates, high overlap imagery flown at 150 feet

• Sections 3,4 & 5 for nearshore hardbottom resource 
estimates, high overlap imagery flown at 350 feet

• Ground control points surveyed into hard 
infrastructure surfaces and to sand beach profile 
when survey mobilization logistics allowed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Methods: Post-construction biological monitoring for this project includes standard summer month surveys of nearshore transects, distributed perpendicular to wormreef formations as depicted on the right image, here, as well as assessment of quadrats haphazardly distributed throughout wormrock reef areas.  Additionally, however, because of the history of severe winter erosion processes, fall and winter assessments of sediment cover over transects and an additional winter hardbottom edge line are collected.  The sampling processes are time intensive and costly, and even more-so with additional out-of-season surveys, but nonetheless estimates of biotic area cover typically vary widely between surveys with little apparent correlation to seasonal fluctuations in sediment processes.  Therefore, to sketch a more complete picture of potential corollaries affecting worm reef variability, in the summer of 2021 we commenced bi-monthly drone surveys of Bathtub Beach and nearshore reef resources under the guidelines listed here. We used commercially available drones.



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Image Post-processing:

Orthomosaic, Digital Surface Model (DSM), and 
Hardbottom Delineations: 

• Pix4D mapper used for all photogrammetry product 
development

• Flight images grouped by purpose, beach or nearshore, 
for final product development

• Typically, at least five land-based GCPs applied in any 
processing run. Manual tie-points distributed throughout 
beach and nearshore hardbottom based on 
opportunistically available features in images – e.g.
objects on beach sand or nearshore hardbottom features

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Methods: From the images we collected we generated orthomosaics of the nearshore worm reef area, and then we estimated beach volume changes via 3D modeling of the beach profileNote that flight images from mission sections 1 and 2 were processed as a beach group, and those from 3, 4, and 5 were processed as a nearshore orthomosaic  groupNote that hard infrastructure GCPs were GNSS surveyed in once and included sidewalk, roadside, and other distinctive intersections, objects, and markings.  Temporary beach GCPs were placed markers that were installed and GNSS surveyd at each survey. 



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Hardbottom Delineations:

Nearshore orthomosaic imported to ArcGIS: 

• Hardbottom delineations in ArcGIS based on visual 
color variations and textural disparities at a 1:50 
scale. Polygons drawn at a minimum mapping unit 
of 4 ft².

• Total area of hardbottom delineation for any 
survey defined by ability to calibrate images in 
post-processing.

- Problematic to calibration were waves, wave-
swash, light refraction, surface chop, water
clarity, etc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Methods: Hardbottom delineations of reef area were madeIssues: became prohibitively time consuming because of the high image detail.  Refer to image in upper right corner requiring scale/mapping unit limitsNote that image calibration typically became problematic with water clarity at depth.Refer to bottom image offshore clarity fade.  Note the total area of mission surveys was never fully realized in post-processing products, with this effect typically becoming problematic after the second reef crest, below about ~20 feet depth. 



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Beach DSM processing: Crop survey digital surface models 

(DSM) of beach area to a common 
dry beach area polygon size: 

• All beach survey DSM products 
cropped to a ~ 1.3-acre north 
beach-berm polygon.  From base of 
dune to about 90 ft of beach width

• Areas with dune or manmade 
features (e.g. lifeguard towers) 
excluded so that changes apply only 
to dry beach

• ArcGIS cut and fill tool used to find 
volumetric (sq ft) gain (red) and loss 
(blue) between consecutive surveys

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Methods: We used the beach sectional images too create DSMs of dry beach profiles to examine area changes, generally within a 1.3 acre dry beach area, from the base of the dune across about 90 feet of beach to what was initially the high tide line.



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Results: Hardbottom Delineation

Largest common survey area: 

• Defined by ability to calibrate 
images in post-processing.

- Waves, wave swash, light
refraction, water clarity, etc.

• Images in the red outline were 
well calibrated in:

- July 2021 (Survey 1)
- September 2021 (Survey 2)
- June 2022 (Survey 6)

• Exposed Natural Hardbottom:

- July 2021 (15.9 acres)
- September 2021 (15.4 acres)
- June 2022 (15.9 acres)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Results: The largest area of hardbottom delineation was defined by the ability to see through to textured benthic surfaces for calibration of images.  We were able to successfully do this to an offshore distance of approximately 250 meters (850 feet) in three of the six nearshore ortho-mosaics.  Beyond this, environmental variables (surface chop, reflection, water clarity) regularly prevented orthorectified image processing. There was not much variability in the largest delineated reef area, only ranging between 15.9 acres and 15.4 acres out of nearly thirty acres of total area. However, across a smaller area of nearshore reef, wormrock reef habitat, we were able to get area estimates across all six surveys…



Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Results: Hardbottom Delineation Smallest common survey area: 

• Concerned with nearshore 
wormrock habitat, exposed 
hardbottom extending to transect 
offshore ends

• Relatively large area of wormreef
habitat buried in December 2021 
survey.

July 
2021

Sept. 
2021

Dec. 
2021

Mar. 
2022

May 
2022 June 

2022 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Results.  In the record of all six surveys, we delineated the area of nearshore intertidal worm reef extending out to the offshore edge of the monitoring transects.  Viewing these, there’s not a lot of variability until the December winter-survey.  At this time, a punctuated push of sand over the nearshore reef resulted in a nearly 60 percent reduction, 2.5 acres, in exposed wormreef habitat.The area of burial, however, is largely re-exposed and back to status quo within three months – by March of 2022.However, because we are dealing with snapshots in time, we don’t really know how much burial occurred across these transects and for how long.  In the months between the surveys before and after December, the reef may have been 100 percent buried for all we know.  But because we calculated beach volume change, we do now know that large volumes of sediment were mobilized off the beach and into the nearshore worm-reef habitat in a six-month period bracketing December.  And here’s how those beach volume estimates changed…



Sep 
2021

1,012 ft3 Gain
7,041 sq ft

21,854 ft3 Loss
49,708 sq ft

Net Chg.
-20,843 ft3

-772 cy

Sep 
2021

Bathtub Reef Beach Park
Results: DSM Survey Volume Change Estimates

July 
2021

Dec 
2021
Dec 

2021

25,546 ft3 Gain
23,568 sq ft

-1227 cy

Net Chg.
-33,131 ft3

58,679 ft3 Loss
33,187 sq ft

Mar 
2022
Mar 
2022

51,714 ft3 Loss
44,832 sq ft

-1337 cy

Net Chg.
-36,112 ft3

15,602 ft3 Gain
11,972 sq ft

May
2022

Net Chg.
+1,239 ft3

+46 cy

3,464 ft3 Loss 
27,117 sq ft

4,704 ft3 Gain
29,642 sq ft

May
2022

June
2022

Net Chg.
-27,067 ft3

-1001 cy

June
2022

9,779 ft3 Gain
25,874 sq ft

36,795 ft3 Loss
30,884 sq ft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CLICK through, noting net cy volume changes over the 1.3 acre dry beach profile. Question: So was this sediment mobilization lethal to the worm rock population?



• P. lapidosa direct burial tolerances trend towards full mortality 
sometime between 144 and 216 hours under 10 cm of sediment 
(Sloan & Irlandi, 2008).

- varies, with mortality increasing with greater depths and 
longer durations, and decreasing conversely, as you might 
expect.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Given various studies of direct burial tolerances, here, and by others (Main & Nelson, 1988) regarding anoxic conditions, the intuitive answer is likely “yes”.  P. lapidosa does not do well under even relatively shallow sediment depths over more than about 3 – 6 days.However…
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recall that we monitor transects across this area every summer.Note the left slide, exhibiting various extents of transect burial as observed during the December survey, generally proceeding from T5, T7, and T1, high to low on observed impacts, to T9, not noticeably impacted at all.Question: Is it reasonable to expect less worm reef cover given observed impacts and likely prolonged burial in December? Click forward: Here’s a look at worm reef cover estimates on those transects in the summer before this burial event and the summer after…  Increases, on transects that were buried and, although minimal, losses on the one that was not. Why might this be?Question: So why would P. lapidosa cover increase after this event, when by all accounts of burial tolerances, it seems most likely that it should have been a mortality event?



1) Recruitment occurs throughout most of the year but peaks during fall 
and winter (McCarthy 2001).

2) P. lapidosa require hard substrate for recruitment and settlement, often 
repeatedly settling to test substrate for suitability (Eckelbarger 1976; Pawlik
1988; McCarthy, 2020).
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note points 1 and 2 of slide.  There’s a couple of things that I haven’t described about P. lapidosa’s life cycle up to this point that might clear that up.First, recruitment is highest in Winter months.  It’s believed that this organism recruits all year round, but most successfully during winter months… with spawning likely initiated by the more energetic wave climate.Second, it likes hard substrate for settlement.  The planktonic larvae will re-suspend to find suitable habitatAnd so, with that knowledge, *CLICKHere’s a look bare substrate habitat availablity, in the summer before this burial event and the summer after…  Note, increases, across the board that appear to be generally more pronounced on transects that were buried in that December event.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Looking at the 2021 to 2022 change in hardbottom exposure and P. lapidosa colony area together, they appear to be well correlated. And knowing the life history traits of P. lapidosa, we can start to put a reasonable narrative together. That being that P. lapidosa colonies are dependent on the availability of bare substrate for recruitment and expansion.  We know they thrive in intertidal areas, where sediment scouring and burial are potential everyday occurrences.Thesis: Disturbance mediated population. Winter-time wave beatings, colder water temperatures, and sediment movement can damage and kill older colonies and other organism, however, the same process also clears hardbottom substrate, increasing available recruitment surface area during wintertime spawning.  Once established, colonies can expand up to a half-centimeter a day, enveloping other biota and growing to summer-time peaks to start the process over again.It is a disturbance mediated population.  Without significant disturbance, and opening of habitable substrate, it may be outcompeted long-run as observed on transect 9.And for what its worth, this process is also bourn out in randomly distributes quadrats throughout the area



Thoughts:

Special thanks to 
those that 
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development of this 
data and 
presentation:
Martin County
Katelyn Klug,
Nicole Dancho,
Jenna Soulliere

Greg Ward, CEG, Inc.
gward@coastaleco-group.net

Contact:
Cheryl Miller, CEG, Inc.
cmiller@coastaleco-group.net

• Correlation does not equal causation.

• This preliminary attempt to find links between sediment 
environment and biotic change through more frequent 
observation of physical processes may have exposed other, less 
obvious, mechanisms of effect.

• P. lapidosa colonies may succumb to reef overtopping and burial 
in winter months, but associated scouring may facilitate 
recruitment, and rapid growth (approximately 0.5 cm/day) fast 
recolonization of area.

Thank you!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Correlation is not causation:  this was a preliminary attempt to get a handle on the dynamics of what has historically been a highly variable organism in a highly dynamic physical environment – difficult to pin down processes with annual synoptic observations.Preliminary results from this study indicate that more frequent observation of physical conditions in relation to biotic changes might be warrantedUnintuitively, intermittent sediment burial may favor worm reef colony development by scouring substrate of other organism (turf/macro algae), opening suitable area for colonization and growth
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